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Get Paid to Post and Vote on Good ContentWhat if you got paid to post on Facebook? What if you
could make money by upvoting other peoplesâ€™ posts on Reddit? Imagine a social media site that
rewards people and not greedy shareholders. Welcome to Steemit. This short guide will explain how
you can join Steemit.com for free and start earning money right away. But first, we need to explain
what Steemit is and how it can afford to pay people like us just for posting blogs, voting, and having
fun. "I couldn't be more proud to see these talented authors come together, adopt the technology,
and begin using it to empower others. Get a head start with this book." --Ned Scott, CEO of
SteemitContentsChapter 1. Introduction to SteemitChapter 2. The Trouble with Facebook, Reddit,
Twitter, and Other Social MediaChapter 3. Steemitâ€™s Fast StartChapter 4. Getting Started on the
SiteChapter 5. Make Money Posting Chapter 6. Tips for Creating a Popular PostChapter 7. Make
Money Voting, Commenting, and Having FunChapter 8. Mining STEEMChapter 9. Steemit
Economics 101 Chapter 10. STEEM Power: Betting on Steemitâ€™s GrowthChapter 11. Finding
Up-and-Comers and Rewarding Good Quality Posts Chapter 12: Introducing Yourself NicelyChapter
13: How to Deal with Trolls and BulliesChapter 14. Following Your Favorite PostersChapter 15: A
Supportive Community and a New TagAppendix. About the AuthorsWhat is Steemit?Steemit is
much more than a money-making opportunity. It is a decentralized social media site, like Facebook
or Reddit, but without a big company at the top that sucks out profits. Steemit uses a new model for
social media, relying on people instead of advertising. Users post content, link content from other
sites, and help to curate it by upvoting the best content to everyone elseâ€™s attention. That puts it
beyond the control of greedy corporations, large media conglomerates, and repressive
governments. It is the first social media site thatâ€™s truly free of these controls. The content is free
and the money goes to the people who post and vote on it. Steemit runs on the blockchain, the
same technology that powers Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. The blockchain allows information
and transactions to be verified quickly, securely, and automatically. Because the site can pay you
automatically, there is no need for a big corporate infrastructure, and there is no corporation to run
away with your profits. You are paid in STEEM dollars, a price stable token that is always worth
about $1 and can be converted to Bitcoin or regular money. You are also rewarded with greater
voting power and a stake in Steemitâ€™s growth each time you post and vote on good content.
Who are we, the co-authors of this book? We are four members of the Steemit community who want
to share it with the world. In our first month on Steemit, each of us earned several thousand dollars
for posting content that became popular with the Steemit community. We earned more money by
voting on and replying to other peoplesâ€™ posts. Weâ€™d like to be your guides for the next few

pages as you learn about this site. We will help you discover how to make money and have fun
when you post and vote on content. And weâ€™re pretty sure we know how to have fun on Steemit
also! Maybe you want to drop the book at this point and just head over to Steemit. You are welcome
to do so, but we encourage you to invest a little time and energy to understand it first. We promise
to teach you some secrets that will save you time, cut down on your learning curve, and help you
succeed right away on Steemit. What are we waiting for? Letâ€™s get started.
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This is the book to buy, if you are thinking about joining the Steemit social network, or taking it to the
next level if you are already there.The book starts off by explaining how Steemit is similar and
different from what you are already used to. It explains how it is, that a site like this can put some
money, in the form of cryptocurrency, in the pockets of those active on the site.It goes on to
introduce the founders of the company and what their vision is. From there, the book gives you an
overview of the user interface of the site, and how to get started on it. You see how to post, vote and
comment.When people see the Steemit website, the first thing that catches their eye is a Dollar
amount below each post. People want to know, "Is that for real?" This book walks you through the 3

flavors of Steem, which is the cryptocurrency that the site is based on. You may have to read it
twice to understand it, but when you do, you'll admire how the system has been set up!After the
book explains the site's currency, it goes into some detail on how to earn that currency. You will
learn the best way to post, vote and comment. You will learn how to format your posts so that they
get noticed.Next, the book explains what to do with the currency you have earned. Some members
of the site may be anxious to convert the currency they accrued into "regular" money, so they can
go shopping at Walmart with it, or pay bills. The book explains that this can be done, but there are
rewards associated with keeping the currency on the site. You will have a better chance to earn
more in the future if you keep your currency invested.
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